Since the ACM Digital Library has given no indication of where to place an erratum, we take the liberty of placing it here.
The error affects sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 of the article, as well as some of the conclusions. The article reported execution times for certain traversals, queries, inserts and deletes of the 007 benchmark, run on db4o and Hibernate, respectively. The tables below provide the original and revised comparative results. They are expressed as a percentage of time differences relative to the db4o times, i.e. as: 100 * (Hibernate time -db4o time) /db4o time.
Traversal
Original Corrected Overall, Hibernate is faster in 5 out of 10 times, whereas in the original, it was faster in only 2 of the 10 traversals. Thus, our conclusion that db4o generally performs traversals faster than Hibernate has to be withdrawn. Indeed, Hibernate performs better in the larger collections, namely T2b, T3b and T3c.
The corrected data shows db4o outperforming Hibernate in all queries, and by a wider margin than before. Indeed, Hibernate no longer outperforms db4o in Q1. Finally, db4o is still faster than Hibernate for all insert and delete scenarios that were tested.
